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107th Season, 83rd program
PROGRAM

REPERTOIRE SINGERS

**Insalata Italiana**
F.R. Genée (1823–1895)
for STB solo, chorus, two violins and continuo
Hannah Scriven, soprano
Moses Barrett, tenor
Darren McCoy, baritone
Rebecca Hunter & Rose Barrett, violin
Ralph Stricker-Chapman, cello
Hung-Yun Chu, harpsichord

This 19th century piece, disguised as an 18th century opera, is essentially what the title suggests—a "salad" of Italian musical terms.

**Singing by Numbers** (1995/6) Bob Chilcott (b. 1955)
for chorus and piano
Sing we now merrily
The singing of birds
Hey down a down!
Cruet MacNightshade
Sing you now
Everyone Sang
Hey down a down/Sing with thy mouth

Bob Chilcott is an active British composer and a former member of the King's Singers. His “Singing by Numbers” is a set of seven songs about singing. Sources of text vary from the World War I poet Siegfried Sassoon to the Irish TV comedian Spike Milligan.

CONCERT CHOIR

**Bonse Aba**
Traditional Zambian Song
Brandon Gibson & Margaret Oas, soloists

**Down in the Valley to Pray**
arr. Michael S. Pettersen
Katie Vant, soloist

La Lluvia
Stephen Hatfield (b. 1956)

REPERTOIRE SINGERS PERSONNEL

**Soprano**
- Tamara Andrews
- Annika Backstrom
- Aubrey Cambra
- Hilary Hance
- Esther Megargel
- Laura Mcgough
- Katharine Schmidt
- Hannah Scriven

**Constance Hansen**
- Ching-yi Ho
- Elizabeth Kaetzel
- Tiffany Kimmel
- Alison Losik
- Kathryn Marvin
- Lisa Mischke
- Margaret Oas
- Melissa Oswald
- Zoe Proval
- Darryn Wessels
- Heidi Wait

**Alto**
- Alison Alstatt
- Brook Borcherding
- Erin Hanselos

**Bass**
- Travis Cushman
- Sasagu Kayama
- Jaime Keeseeker
- Darren McCoy
- Christopher Olin
- Scott Ordway
- Bryce Roth
- Simon Thompson
- Scott Ordway

**Tenor**
- Moses Barrett
- Matt Freco
- Timmy McDonnell
- Ben Wright

**Alto**
- Sarah Angel
- Jada Cantrell
- Lilian Chan
- Ailin Darling
- Whitney Dudley
- Amanda Ford
- Madeline Gribbon
- Anna Hetrick
- Rachel Jacobs-Strain
- Tasha Macdonald
- Shoshana McClellan
- Kayla Nelson
- Margaret Oas
- Carol Pecorilla
- Meagan Roby
- Alyssa Ross
- Angelica Sather Hodgetts
- Chama Savetbodi
- Katie Vant

**Tenor**
- Collin Elwyn
- Brandon Gibson
- Karl Ludwigsen
- Kyle Parker
- Brandon Pike
- Ben Scharf
- Neil Thurston
- Joe Yamamoto

**Bass**
- Eric Andersen
- Ryan Cummings
- Brad Earls
- Matt Hall
- Bryan Schuster
- Josh Shere
- Alexander Still
- Adrian Swindells
The Sweetheart of the Sun
Eric William Barnum (b. 1979)
Dance of Zálongo
Greek Folk Song
arr. Carol Barnett
Alli Bach, Julia Sarewitz, & Carlton Babbidge, percussionists

Dance of Zálongo
Farewell, springs, forests, mountains and hills
Farewell unfortunate world, farewell, sweet life,
And you, destitute homeland, farewell forever.

INTERMISSION

INDONESIAN YOUTH CHOIR

Lift Thine Eyes
Felix Mendelssohn
Ilir-ilir
Javanese Folk Song
arr. N. Simanungkalit

Sinsin si Batu Manikam
Batak Folk Song
arr. EL Pohan

Jangeran
Balinese Traditional Music
arr. Ronald Pohan

Ondel-ondel
Betawi Folk Song
arr. Ronald Pohan

Dongan-dongan
Traditional Makassar
arr. Ronald Pohan

Empung Renga - Rengan
Perry Rumengan
Rampai Aceh
Traditional Aceh
Unite the Children
Alfred Simanjuntak

**

Suo-Gan
Traditional Welsh Lullaby
Heather Lanctot, soloist
arr. Carl Strommen

Trés Cantos Nativos
arr. Marcos Leite
UNIVERSITY SINGERS

Chantez
Jules Massenet (1842–1912)

Chantez (Sing)
Sing everything as you like,
Little birds with light voices,
Sing of springtime splendors,
Sing of love and of pleasure!

When you will have sung again
For thousands of evenings and dawns,
You still would never have sung enough
Of the divine work and its beauty

Tiree Love Song
Scottish Folk Song
arr. Michael Neaum
Emily Nelson & Jakki Moses, soprano

I Gave My Love a Cherry
Appalachian Folk Song
arr. Michael Neaum
Women of University Singers
Brooke Cagno, Kirsten Arbogast, & Megan Williams, soprano
Tia Luber, piano
Christopher Olin, conductor

Hol' You Han'
Jamaican Folk Song
arr. Paul Rardin
Men of University Singers
Rapper: Justin Tandingan
Justin Tandingan and Carlton Babbidge, tenor
Josh Burson, Steven Gutierrez, bass
Laura McGough, conductor